Summary. Cruising can be defined as an activity where subjects look for sex in public spaces and is usually called cruising for sex. Authors like Humphrey and Delph emphasize that non-verbal communication, such as eye contact, body language, way of walking, etc., is used to make first contacts that eventually lead to sex. Despite the sexuality of cruising, authors like T. Dean or Turner note that besides public sex, cruising also defines a way of life or indicates a pastime. When discussing cruising, T. Dean emphasizes that contacts, superficial conversations and a playful relaxing atmosphere are characteristic to cruising. The context of cruising not only involves pleasing sexual impulses but also focuses on hospitality and friendliness towards strangers. It notes that this practise is used to establish contacts, engage in a meaningless conversation and start relations for the goal of pleasure, however the identity ego remains free. Furthermore, cruising for sex is often considered to be a negative activity for immoral behaviour in public and the risk to contract sexually transmitted diseases. Men who cruise often stigmatize themselves and assign deviational meanings to cruising. Contacts established while cruising as an open and an unregulated activity are managed entirely by pleasure produced by playfulness of randomness.
We can observe localisation and globalisation, cen- Social and humanitarian science associate cruising with the queer culture (here it is synonymous with homosexual men and women). However, cruising should not be simplified and treated as a temporary irrelevant situation between several strangers at a set time and area. People (not always from the 'queer areas') cruise to not only for continuous practicethey also assign special roles to identities of people involved in cruising. These roles reveal psychologic and social narrative which influences sets of beliefs which encourage specific actions in a social and cultural context. Cruising, as a socially engaged action, has become a popular cultural and artistic practice, which helps new subcultures with specific and unique sense of fashion and varying activities to emerge. Therefore, the analysis of cruising becomes an important media when tackling the queer policy and studies.
The object of analysis of this work is the aspects of cruising for sex represented in a play "The Pride" Cruising is defined as an activity where subjects seek to establish contacts with strangers with the intention to become sexual partners. 3 Cruising can also be defined as a search for sexual interaction participants in marginalised spaces and in particular ways. 4 Such definitions inspire an assumption that cruising actually means public sex in public spaces. However, cruising is different from simple sexual activity because while emphasizing the need for anonymity, it also involves the pleasure of eye-contact, feeling, playfulness, contact and encounter which please the subject physically and emotionally. Furthermore, cruising is also a way of life, which is why theorists and cruisers themselves emphasize the addictiveness of cruising. Nevertheless, it does involve a factor risk to contract HIV and AIDS (associated with barebacking) and has a negative influence on romantic and social relations of cruisers, as well as their physical and mental state. 5 Historically, the analysis of cruising began in the middle of the twentieth century when a sociologist L. Humphrey laid the scientific grounds for the discussion of cruising. L. Humphrey was one of the pioneers who discussed the use of public spaces for private reasons. He questioned the social and ethical limits of the definition of cruising for sex. 6 The Theoretical emphasis on cruising by 
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of the most popular factors of cruising policy is public sex, temptation and desire towards strangers in public (beaches, parks, etc.). These parallels are also evident in "The Pride". This play emphasizes Oliver sexualizes various spots of the city by associating them with strangers, he also verifies that relationships are meaningless and is only an obligation of a city person -to be without actually being.
Oliver discusses his sexual encounters with his best friend Sylvia and notes that the essence of a contact is the brutal physicality without trespassing the personal level or the subjectivity of an identity. to depersonalize uniqueness of another but they are not an exclusively introvertial practice, as the logic of a contact requires encountering a stranger and at least a short conversation. 19 In the play shows Oliver's sexual relations that focus on the logic of contacts, however they do remain outside of contacts because Oliver tries to avoid even the smallest chat that activates not only the physical pleasure but also starts a superficial and banal conversation. The most authentic example is Oliver's relationship with the Nazi: he not only plays the game but also engages in a conversation that reveals the otherness of another without trying to involve him in his life, unlike Oliver's relationship with Philip.
Just as camp, queer or travesti, cruising should not be categorised due to its multilayeredness and uncertainty. The potential of these activities and subjects (travesti, queer) cannot be easily described or
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defined, as it is usually felt by performing it or being it. Turner discussed the evolution of cruising in the past 150 years and defined it as a way to conceptualize men in streets who use contradictions and the unknown that are characteristic to cities. Just as cities, cruising in associated with ephemerality, instability and fluidity. 20 This means that aspects of instanta- Furthermore, it is very important to emphasize a theoretic assumption that public sex is not a dionic activity but a social behaviour with its etiquette and code of conduct. 24 Although public sex is a stigma in a heteronormative society, it is still generated in this society, as it is not an isolated system that operates outside the heterosexual world. Associations of homosexuality and public sex spots can be questioned, as they exist in a segregated gay con- The dichotomic opposition of a contact (destruction of class, other public limitations and a risk factor) is the destruction of networks where social stratification and privatisation (networks are not accessible to all) emerge and the risk factor is eliminated.
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Members of networks are associated by membership and class connections. There is also a factor of money -this is considered to be something coveted. 
Cruising as a form of networks. Various places
have different selection criteria. The level of familiarity is less obvious, the socioeconomic status of all parties is similar, public sex is privatised, a fee exists.
Online cruising. Virtual space. Sex with stran-
gers not only postpones a contact and a conversation but also usually eliminates it (there is no need to leave the house or start a conversation). Unfamiliarity is instrumentalized and is merely an object, the openness factor is eliminated, a private network is formed in a private space. A factor of activity control is obvious (strict limitations and rules on behaviour and looks), e.g. sites that organise barebacking parties (sexual intercourse is only allowed without condoms). Cruising is deconstructed into usual monotonous practises that enable a comprehensive panopticon and discipled regulation.
The online pleasure in "The Pride" represents an online mechanism. In the first act of the play Oliver is involved in a roleplay of a masochistic fantasy: he becomes a victim of the Nazi. Very quickly spectators realize that the Nazi is fake and is categorized as an online boy. As discussed in an online scheme, the Nazi becomes an instrumentalized object of desirean item advertised online. The scenario of the game is clear and mutually agreed upon. It also has clear
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rules, which is why erotic activities instrumentalize the stranger, and sexual activities are privatized by enabling repressive rules. A short mise-en-scène in the play shows that practices eliminate factors of randomness, imagination and innovation. 28 Just as with networks, to engage in this activity one is required to become a member (to register online) and to pay a fee for services performed. This performative game enables discipline: aesthetics of one's look (attractiveness), an online image of the object advertised and behavioural discipline that is agreed upon (the Nazi acts persuasively: he has a good German accent, military Nazi uniform and is accompanied by a German shepherd in his online image). The Nazi is considered to be a mechanical object, which is obvious as he argued that while he is an entertainer, he wants to be treated with respect meaning that online boys are not merely objects for entertainment. Nazi's interaction with Oliver is an example of online cruising (the Nazi arrives to Oli- Interactions with strangers and differences are explored by various psychoanalysts. We already know that the subconscious part (ID) that contains our libido (pleasure) and tanato (fear) instincts are a motivational power that influences all choices.
Clearly, when encountering strangers people confront their fears and pleasures. Contacts are everchanging and instable and they also represent the deconstruction of essentialism: there is no place for stability in cruising and if sometimes there is, cruising loses its essence of multi-layered practise that proposes an interclass contact in public for all.
Obviously, the meaning of contact is an object of psychoanalytic discourse. As mentioned already, people encounter not only the differences of a stranger but also differences of their own. This is exciting and sparks curiosity, but the unknown also causes fear. By aiming to be both lovers and strangers, we try to protect our and the stranger's egos. Basically, Oliver from "The Pride" is cruising in public and participates in online cruising which emphasizes not the encounters with others but an encounter with his own subconscious. We can specify cruising online is usually considered to be a safer choice, as it allows one to avoid a potential threat of other participants or law enforcement. While cruising online one is not bothered by a bad vibe of a public spot, bad weather, wrong timing, lack of places for sex (e.g. in a village) or avoidance of direct contact with other cruisers. 33 Cruising online is often seen as a more erotic way to express one's sexuality, as there is no need to meet one another which supports the desire for complete anonymity and the freedom of identity-ego. 
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(following or being followed) and the demonstration of one's bodily desires (Tewksbury, 1996) This article analyses the original play "The Pride" (2008) by Alexi Kaye Campbell. This play presents the complicated love between a married couple (Philip and Sylvia) and their best friend (Oliver). The dramatist emphasize the confrontation between feelings and social rules. This proposes a conflict between an individual and the society and although Philip is emotionally sensitive with Oliver, the negative attitude of the society towards homosexual relations is causing conflict and the denial of emotional and sexual attraction towards Oliver. "The Pride" is a gay drama that emphasizes the change of homophobia and represents the influence of society towards interpersonal relations between men and their destinies. This play takes place in different periods of time (the middle of the twentieth century and the twenty first century) and emphasizes different social and political contexts that have an effect on the changing lives and mutual relations of the characters. While the dramatic language of the play is conservative, emotional and sometimes illusionary, the brutal sex scene between two menthe most radical part of the play -is described clearly. Cruising termino vertimo į lietuvių kalbą paaiškinimas: Pirmiausia pažymėtina, jog terminams, kurie vartojami lyčių studijų diskursuose, ne visada tikslinga ieškoti analogų lietuvių kalbos žodynuose būtent dėl to, jog dažniau-siai jokio tiksliai termino esmę atspindinčio analogo surasti dažniausia neįmanoma, nes nėra tokios reikšmės, kuri visapusiškai atskleistų tarptautinėje kalbų aplinkoje vartojamo termino prasmę. Tą galima pasakyti apie tokius terminus, kaip, queer, camp, travesti arba šiuo atveju cruising. Dažnai neįmanoma visos reikšmės perteikti vienu žodžiu, nes ji daugialypė, dažnai suvokiama tik ją patiriant ir praktiniame lauke. Kadangi tam tikri lyčių studijų diskurso aspektai Lietuvos mokslo kontekste yra naujiena, tokie terminai taip pat yra naujiena. Tad tikslingiausia tokiu atveju tokio termino tiesiog neversti ir neieškoti jo analogo, jeigu ir norima išversti, tą turi atlikti grupė skirtingų specialistų.
Vis dėlto, atsižvelgiant į šiame tekste nagrinėjamą problematiką, artimiausia terminui cruising reikšmė gali būti viešas seksas arba konkrečiau viešo sekso paieškos. Tuo akcentuojamas viešas seksas viešose erdvėse. Vis tik kaip šis tekstas atskleidžia, cruising negali būti sutapatinamas tik su viešu seksu viešose erdvėse, nes ši praktika skirtingų autorių darbuose įgyja ir papildomas reikšmes. Nors cruising neabejotinai siejamas su viešu seksu viešose vietose, tačiau tai ir gyvenimo būdas, savitas laisvalaikio leidimas, atsipalaidavimas, rizikingas jaudulys, kur ne mažiau svarbus ne tik anonimiškas seksualinis aktas, bet ir susidūrimas su kito asmens kitoniškumu, pats kontaktualumas. Pabrėžiamas ir procesualumas, performatyvumas, žaismė, efemeriškumas, daugialypumas, jutimiškumas.
